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SEEK THE TRUTH AND SERVE HUMANITY

I

f you allow the mass media and the government to
influence you, you may well be influenced by
Islamophobia. However, we need to be quite clear
about what it is, how it manifests, who created it and
then and only then can we begin to fight the pernicious
propaganda that demonises innocent people in so many
countries.

There are many religions in this world – too many to
enumerate – but the major ones are Christianity, Judaism
and Islam. Like other world religions, Islam is not a nation
but a religion. Just as Jews and Christians can be any
nationality and colour, so too can Muslims. There are black
and white Muslims, Jews and Christians in every country.
When we meet someone different, we may well ask
where they come from, but we don’t usually ask their
religion.
Unfortunately, all religions have their fanatics, almost
without exception, and it is the fanatics who bring their
various religions into disrepute.
Christianity has a long history of
fanaticism through the ages and
around the world, and currently in
Israel we see Jewish fanatics fanning
the flames of war and denying the
Palestinian people the right to
their own land. Today there are
fanatical Muslims who use Islam
to promote their evil intent, but
that doesn’t mean that all
Muslims need be feared or
hated. Indeed, Australian
Muslims make a positive and
enduring contribution to our
society and should be welcomed
for that contribution, just as we
should
welcome
the
contribution of all who seek to
make their lives as Australians.
Islamophobia
didn’t
arise
spontaneously around the world
by accident. It was deliberately
created by those in power to

EDITORIAL

RECALL HISTORY:
BEWARE THE TRUE ENEMY

facilitate a buffer for unacceptable policies that are planned
to further increase the impoverishment of the mass of the
people.
It is not a new concept. Germany in the 1930s was facing
an acute economic crisis and those in power were planning
to introduce repressive legislation to control the rising tide
of revolutionary response to that crisis. That crisis,
impacting in the main on the working and middle classes, if
not checked could have meant the end of the German
ruling class. So Hitler and his Nazi Party were recruited by
the ruling class of Germany to prevent this. This was the
onset of fascism in Germany.
In order to divert attention from change and legislation that
would destroy the democratic rights of the people, the
Nazis initiated a very successful campaign, blaming
everything on Jews, unionists, communists and others. This
campaign was so effective that a country that was once
renowned for its music, art, culture and tolerance became
over time a nation that was able to murder millions of
people simply because they were Jews or fighting fascism.
Today the Western world is in acute crisis: economically,
socially and politically.
Globalisation, privatisation and austerity have all failed and
rebellion is growing around the world.
Parliamentary democracy is becoming more and more
unpopular, resulting in almost 40% of populations not
voting in elections. People have come to recognise from
personal experience that regardless of the hue of the
winning party, little changes for them. Wars of aggression
and interference in other nations’ affairs have produced a
militant and growing reaction and those in power are very
aware of this.
And now, arising from the invasion of countries across the
Middle East in the guise of defending democracy, the reality
is the seizure of local resources, the removal of leaders
who don’t adhere to the Western line and the establishment
of strategic military bases – the enemy is Islam. Easy to
target and easily noticed they have become the ‘whipping
boys’ for capitalism.
We are repeating the lessons of history because we are
ignoring the lessons to be learnt from it.
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THE DEATH OF THE
NATION STATE

By Christian Marx

N

eoliberalism has seen the gradual erosion of the
nation state, and in its place transnational
corporations have infiltrated federal
governments worldwide. The beginning of this
atrophy in Australia can be traced back to the Hawke/
Keating governments. Hawke and then Keating
implemented the neoliberal system in Australia, via the
weakening of import tariffs and the selling off of public
assets such as the Commonwealth Bank. The LNP has
continued to implement this dogmatic ideology on
Australian citizens.
Neoliberalism by its very nature is anti worker and anti
society. This ideology first gained a foothold in Chile after
the assassination of the democratically elected president,
Salvador Allende. The basic characteristics of this toxic
ideology are smashing unions, weakening government
protection for its citizens, selling off all state assets to
corporate interests, cutting taxation for the very wealthy,
and eroding social services such as healthcare and education.
Basically, it entrenches systemic poverty and erodes the
middle class, while making the top 1–2% extremely rich.
Another disturbing characteristic is the undermining of
governments to pursue full employment through economic
growth (Van Krieken et al. 2010). Governments could
eradicate unemployment tomorrow, almost completely,
via state-run utilities and government-funded work. In
decades past, the public sector created hundreds of
2
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thousands of jobs, via the public school system, stateowned utilities companies such as gas and electricity
providers, the fantastic Commonwealth Employment
Service (CES) that legitimately helped job seekers find real
jobs.
Today, we have fake job centres churning people through a
system that has at least one million unemployed and close
to a million underemployed. The system is designed to be
dysfunctional. It is the perfect opportunity for privately
owned job agencies to suck government funding for a nonexistent service. Added to this, it suits the neoliberal
powerbrokers to keep millions unsettled and poor. This
serves their ultimate purpose, which is to make people so
desperate for employment that they will take any job, no
matter how poor the conditions. Mass unemployment also
keeps the hourly rate of pay low. The greater the demand
for work, the more power the capitalist class has in
exploiting workers.
Privatisation has consistently been shown to increase prices
for consumers, providing a substandard product, cuts
health and safety, and creates obscene wealth for the board
members and the CEOs who work for these private
companies. The privatisation of Victorian electricity was
just one example. This theft of a state asset resulted in mass
redundancies, huge price gouging and the ultimate
destruction of a whole community. All the utilities and
public services which generations of citizens paid for, via

their tax, in good faith for the benefit of all, is sold at often
bargain basement prices to corporate raiders and wealthy
political backers and their associates. Privatisation is a
political activity … bringing benefit to some groups and
disadvantaging others (Wettenhall (nd), p. 144).
Another terrible result of globalisation is the huge loss of
local jobs, particularly in once public-owned sectors. Look
at the amount of offshoring of service jobs to India and
China. One cannot even speak to a technical officer in
Australia for assistance, as all these jobs now reside in India
where these poor people are exploited for multinational
profits.
The disastrous free trade agreements are also highly
damaging to the nation state. The Trans Pacific Partnership
has a section called ISDS (Investment State Dispute
Settlements). These clauses can give corporations the
power to sue a national government if its profits are
threatened … even if the government decides that
legislation is vital to protect the health and wellbeing of its
population!
If a sovereign government cannot enact legislation to
protect its own citizens, then it essentially ceases to have
any validity or control of its sovereignty. Increasingly,
multinational corporations are encroaching on the
democratic processes of parliament and sovereign
legislation. Many politicians are compromised by the lure of
post political jobs, earning seven-figure salaries if they
comply with the undemocratic draconian demands of
these multinational entities.

The trajectory of neoliberalism and globalisation over the
past three decades indicates that Australia’s national
sovereignty is in a weakened state and arguably terminal. If
a government is hampered by constraints from
multinationals and their thirst for profit, how can it work in
the best interests of its citizens? The whole purpose of a
government is to protect its citizens from predatory
capitalism and ensure the wellbeing of the taxpaying
citizens that it governs for.
A robust and transparent voice is needed to report the
danger of neoliberalism to the wider community.
Unfortunately, with a weakened state media and a morally
bankrupt and deceptive corporate run media, this is sadly
lacking. It is ultimately up to the citizens of Australia to use
the power of alternative media and the internet to bypass
the lies and the corporate cheer squad for neoliberalism, or
the nation state will be a system of the past.
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DID YOU KNOW.....
The Rev. Galen Guengerich, PhD, is senior minister of
All Souls Unitarian Church in New York City, a member
of the Council on Foreign Relations, and author of God
Revised: How Religion Must Evolve in a Scientific Age
(2013). We asked Rev. Guengerich what he wishes
everyone knew about Unitarian Universalism.
1. UNITARIANS PLAYED A PIVOTAL ROLE IN
FOUNDING THE UNITED STATES. If you
look at our principles and purposes as a
denomination, you’d think we had founded a nation
rather than a religion. In a sense, we did: three of
the first five US presidents were Unitarian, including
Thomas Jefferson, who reportedly thought the US
would soon become a majority Unitarian nation. A
leading historian has suggested that, just as the
theological underpinning of the Vatican’s
architecture is Catholic, the theological underpinning
of the Library of Congress building in Washington is
Unitarian. Be that as it may, we’ve been at the
center of the American experiment from the very
beginning.
2. RELIGIOUSLY SPEAKING, WE’RE IN OUR
ADOLESCENCE. If you visit a typical Unitarian
Universalist congregation, you may walk away
thinking we know more about what we don’t

believe than what we do. That’s because we’ve
only recently left home, theologically speaking.
Both the Unitarians and the Universalists left the
Christian fold more than a century ago; the two
denominations merged in 1961. Like teenagers
who have just left home, we’re relieved to not be
under mom and dad’s thumb, but we haven’t fully
decided on a home of our own — either where it
stands or how it’s furnished. No worries: it took
the Christian tradition several hundred years to
cobble together its tradition from then
contemporary sources, so we have plenty of time.
3. WE FOCUS ON WHAT WE KNOW BY
EXPERIENCE. Over the past 500 years or so,
human beings have come to rely more and more
on reason and science as the basis of human
knowledge. As a result, religion and its defenders
have been engaged in an often-brutal tug-of-war
with science and its defenders over what we most
truly know. Unitarian Universalists have ended this
test of strength between reason and revelation by
letting go of the rope. For us, it’s no contest: if what
we know from our experience contradicts what
we’re told by an ancient wisdom text, reason
trumps revelation every time.
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I LOVE SINGING, BUT I DON’T
FOR A MINUTE THINK I’M
MARIA CALLAS, SIMPLY
BECAUSE I SING
July 2016
Posted by hvalsang

Please listen, quietly and privately then feel free to delete
or dismiss what I have to say, as you wish.
When I was young, growing up in London, the IRA (Irish
Republican Army) launched a campaign of terror in my
hometown. Indeed, throughout the 1970s the IRA planted
bombs – that killed and maimed – throughout England.
The IRA planted bombs in shopping centres, the
Underground, family pubs and bars. They planted bombs
full of nails, pieces of metal, random bits of shrapnel
designed to kill and to tear through flesh.
They planted bombs at family attractions such as Madame
Tussauds, the Boat Show at Earls Court, the Tower of
London, and Selfridges Department store in the days
leading up to the Christmas of 1974, when families were
shopping for presents.
They planted bombs at Harrods; they planted bombs in
hotels, railway stations, record stores, post offices and a
Wimpey burger bar.
It was a full-blown campaign of terror. As a young girl of 10,
11, 12, I remember reading the newspapers, watching the
news; people running from tube stations covered in blood,
people dealing with the loss of their legs, their eyes, the
loss of their sons and daughters and mothers and fathers
and brothers and sisters. Many of them barely knew what
4
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the IRA was fighting for, or even why they were fighting,
let alone why their mother needed to be killed in a tube
carriage on her way to work.
As a little girl growing into the world I remember feeling
the fear in the adults around me. I remember people
no longer going to pubs, refraining from family visits to
attractions in London, I remember cancelled visits to
exhibitions and sporting events.
I remember the fear in those around me, the fear of the
terrorists and their bombs placed in all the homely places.
The terrorists wanted to strike fear into the hearths of
England – and they did.
People in England of the 1970s were fearful of the
terrorists’ bombs and their attacks on innocent people.
It could’ve been me in the tube carriage; it could’ve been
you.
They didn’t always understand the reasons why these
outrages were carried out, who exactly the IRA was, but
they felt the sense of unpredictable violence, and they felt
the fear.
---------Now, here’s the point I wish to make – just once, I won’t
labour it. The IRA wanted Ireland to be an independent
republic. During the 1970s this desire for independence
took the form of political activism, and then political
violence.
The majority of IRA members identified as being of
the Roman Catholic faith. The IRA was, basically, an
organisation whose members were Christian.
The IRA launched a campaign of terror that went on for
years, a campaign in which many innocent people were
killed and injured.

Neither the British government nor the British people
said, ‘Close the borders to Catholics’, ‘Stop Catholics from
entering England!’, ‘All Catholics are terrorists!’ or ‘Some
of my friends are Catholics and they’re nice, but now we
must turn all other Catholics back at the Dover Ferry Port’.
Why were these comments not made back in the ’70s
when I was a girl?

The argument: ‘Terrorists are Muslims, therefore all Muslims
are terrorists’, is rubbish.
Just as: ‘The IRA are Catholics, therefore all Catholics are
terrorists’, is rubbish.
I knew that when I was 10 years old.
What’s your excuse?

Because people rightly knew that not all Catholics were
members of the IRA.

Have a quiet moment, and a small think. If you feel a sense
of unease, what are you really frightened of?

They knew that not all Catholics were terrorists.

What’s REALLY scaring you?

They knew that not all Christians were ‘basically of a
fractious, blood-thirsty, Western crusading nature’.

Here in Australia you stand a far greater chance of being
killed or injured by a fellow Australian (statistically, an
even greater chance of being killed by someone in your
own family (your husband, your mother, step-father …),
than by any sort of terrorist, particularly if you don’t travel
overseas.).

That’s why, while deploring the violent acts of the IRA,
while being crushed by the scenes of carnage on television,
and the devastation about them in the streets in which they
lived and worked, they made the correct call …
The people planting bombs were terrorists – not Christians.
The people killing and maiming were terrorists – not
Catholics adhering to the principles laid down by Christ.
The people taking hostages were terrorists, they were
terrorists – whatever they chose to call themselves – they
were simply terrorists.

So, the problem isn’t really Catholics, is it?
The problem isn’t really Muslims, is it?
The problem’s ignorance, misplaced fear, blaming the
wrong person, and a loud mouth, isn’t it?
And the answer lies in the question: What are you really
frightened about?

And 40 years ago, the people of Britain living through this
reign of terror knew that the evils were being carried out
by terrorists.

You only have to ask the question of yourself, and give the
answer to yourself (’cos mostly no one else is listening.
Everyone’s talkin’, no one’s a-listenin’).

And so, in conclusion, the lady pushing the pram through
the shopping centre (who happens to be wearing the hijab)
is a mother, who might or might not be of the Muslim faith,
she is not a ‘terrorist pig’.

So, I can send my Hvalsang quietly out to the oceans …
probably to a resounding silence …

The man who having lived in Cronulla for decades running
– peacefully – the corner deli is, in his own words, an
honest, peace-loving man who loves living in Cronulla. He
is not, as he is now being called on a daily basis, a terrorist,
who is charged with ‘why don’t you and your son go back
to where you came from!’ a difficult proposition for his son,
I imagine, as he was born in Cronulla.
They might be Muslims. That does not mean they’re
terrorists.
POSTSCRIPT:
I know it’s unlikely many – or anyone – will read this, and I
know I’m a bleeding heart, and I know … (feel free to put
in here any of the litany of dismissive comments I’ve had
put to my timid opinions over the years).
But for Christ’s sake, if you’re going to make a comment
(I’m looking at you, Sonia and Pauline) read a little history,
inform yourselves, undertake a little self-education, make
sure you understand what exactly a terrorist is, as opposed
to what a Muslim is. The terms are not interchangeable
(just as ‘woman’ and ‘bad driver’ are not interchangeable
terms).
In 1996 Martin Bryant shot 35 people and injured 20 more
with a Colt AR-15 SP1 Carbine (.223) L1A1 SLR battle rifle
(.308), at Port Arthur. He is an Australian with blonde hair.
Can you imagine how foolish I would appear if I kept
repeating the mantra, ‘All blonde Australians potentially
carry weapons, and are probably killers!’ I would seem
ignorant, addled and oddly fearful.

At 10 years old, I was frightened of the bombs, anxious
about people crying on TV whilst clutching bloody limbs,
and I was frightened when I sensed the fear in the adults
surrounding me.
Now, in my 50s, I’m alarmed by senseless and unpredictable
violence (carried out by anybody, but more so the possible
threat of violence in the streets of Perth carried out by
a fellow Australian, or a home invasion carried out by a
fellow Australian).
When I’m in an aeroplane I’m as anxious about a bird strike
or typhoon as I am about a bomb on board, to be honest.
So, when Pauline and Sonia say:
20 years ago, ‘We’re being swamped by Asians …’
15 years ago, ‘Stop the boat people …’
Now, ‘Close the borders to Muslims …’
What are they really frightened about?
What are you really frightened about?

TUNE INTO THE
UNITARIAN HALF HOUR
EVERY SATURDAY AT 10.30 AM
3CR • 855 AM • COMMUNITY RADIO
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WE NEED AN 		
ACTIVE UNITED PEACE
MOVEMENT
ROMINA BEITSEEN, CICD Secretary,
Sunday 26th June – Unitarian Church

I

will speak about how the current war system works,
the desirability and necessity of replacing it, and how
this is possible. Most of you have been involved in
activities against wars. It is time to put into practice
what our peace and social justice campaigners did from
the 1960s to 2010. Learn from our past – from the
campaigns run by the peace movement, in particular, by
CICD during the Vietnam War as part of the worldwide
movement that forced this war to stop.
We need to be proactive and have a vision for peace. Wars
do not work: they create a state of continuous crisis. In
the last 120 years the world has suffered many wars.
World War One was justified as the ‘war to end wars’,
but war never brings peace. It may bring a temporary
resolution, a desire for revenge, and a new arms race
6
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until the next war. Ten million people died in World War
One, 50 to 100 million in World War Two. Weapons of
mass destruction could, if used, end civilisation on this
planet. Some other wars over this period include: the
Spanish American War, the Balkan Wars, World War One,
the Russian Civil War, the Spanish Civil War, World War
Two, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, wars in Central
America, the wars of Yugoslavia, the Iran-Iraq War, the
Gulf Wars, the Afghan War, the US Iraq War, the Syrian
War … this by no means is a complete list!
Another intervention I’d like to mention is the 1953
coup d’état against the democratically elected Iranian
President Mohammad Mosaddegh, orchestrated by the
CIA in conjunction with Britain. The coup was triggered
when Mosaddegh demanded an auditing of the books of
the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, a British company known
today as BP. Mosaddegh threatened nationalisation when
the British refused to allow the audit. He was replaced
by the Shah of Iran, who was seen by many Iranians and
Arabs as a puppet of the United States.
US military interventions continue in Iraq, Syria,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia and Libya, leaving chaos

and millions of refugees fleeing the war zones. The
humanitarian crises resulting from these wars are horrific
and include the bombing of hospitals.
The US (the largest weapons seller in the world) and
European allies are also selling billions of dollars of
weapons to Saudi Arabia – the biggest supporter of
terrorism in the world, which are then being used
to slaughter innocent civilians in Yemen and repress
democracy in Saudi Arabia. These endless wars have cost
millions of lives and trillions of dollars.
Europe is overwhelmed by the largest refugee crisis since
Wold War Two with huge daily migrations of over 6,000
people per day and the drowning of people so desperate
to escape war zones that they undertake unsafe journeys
to a place that might be safer.
From 1979 to the present, the following military campaigns
and operations have taken place: Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, the Persian Gulf, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Yemen,
Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Lebanon, Libya, Egypt, Sudan,
and the ongoing conflict in Palestine. Conflicts around
the world cannot be resolved at gunpoint. They require
a commitment to demilitarisation. The military budgets
of the world today amount to two trillion dollars a year.
What is clear is that military solutions do not work well.
The arms trade manufacturers have profitable government
contracts and are even subsidised by them, and also sell
on the open market. The US and others have sold billions
in arms to unstable and violent groups in the Middle East.
Sometimes the arms are sold to both sides in a conflict, as
in the case of Iraq and Iran in the war that killed between
600,000 and 1,000,000 people.

number of nuclear weapons (56,000 at one point), there
are still 16,300 in the world, only 1000 of which are not
in the US or Russia. The foundations of peace already
being laid are a basis upon which we can become part of
a larger movement to build a world where everyone will
be safe. I believe the historic end to war is possible if we
act together to save ourselves and the planet from ever
greater catastrophe.
For nearly all of recorded history we have studied war
and how to win it, but war has become ever more
destructive and now threatens whole populations and
the planet. Whatever purpose the war system might once
have served, it has now become dysfunctional to future
human survival, yet it has not been abolished. Most peace
movements around the world ask: why – when almost
everyone wants peace – do we still have wars?
Enough is enough. We must demand our governments
stop interfering and invading other countries, that mass
killing and maiming cease, that there be no more living
in fear, no grief from losing loved ones in wars, no more
trillions of dollars wasted on destruction and preparing
for destruction, no more pollution and environmental
destruction that comes from wars, and no more wardriven refugees and war-induced humanitarian crises.The
overwhelming majority of people from all cultures prefer
to live in peace. Whatever our culture, we share a desire
for the good life. War interferes with those desires.
WHY A PEACE SYSTEM IS POSSIBLE

Demilitarisation is underway. Costa Rica and more than 20
other countries have disbanded their militaries altogether.
Former advocates of nuclear weapons, including former
US senators and secretaries of state and numerous
Sometimes they end up being used against the seller or its
retired high-ranking military officers, have publicly
allies, as in the case of weapons the US provided to the
rejected nuclear weapons
Mujahedeen that ended up in
and called for their
the hands of al Qaeda, and the
elimination. There is
arms the US sold or gave to
a massive worldwide
Iraq that ended up in the hands
movement to end the
of ISIS during its 2014 invasion
carbon economy and the
Europe is overwhelmed by the largest
of Iraq. The international
wars over oil.
trade in weapons is huge –
refugee crisis since Wold War Two with
over $70 billion per year. The
Many thoughtful people
huge daily migrations of over 6,000
main exporters of arms to the
and organisations around
people per day and the drowning of
world are the powers that
the world are calling for
fought in World War Two: US,
an end to the counterpeople so desperate to escape war zones
Russia, Germany, France, and
productive ‘war on
that they undertake unsafe journeys to a
Britain.
terror’. At least one
place that might be safer.
million organisations in the
We need to be active with all
world are actively working
other peace groups around
towards peace, social
the world to dismantle the
justice, and environmental
existing war system. A peace culture is a culture that
protection. Thirty-one Latin American and Caribbean
promotes diplomatic diversity. There is no need for
nations created a Zone of Peace on 29 January 2014.
violence. Every relationship of domination, of exploitation,
of oppression is by definition violent, whether or not the
We need to promote peace – this can be done by printing
violence is expressed by drastic means. Wherever war is
media articles, having speakers at different gatherings
fought people suffer major destruction of infrastructure
including schools and universities, using radio talk back
and art treasures. In the late twentieth and early twentyshows to raise our voices, and much more. The aim is to
first centuries, wars seem not to end but to drag on
create the demand for a just peace without undermining
without resolution for years and even decades without
the benefits of unique cultures and political systems. We
peace ever being achieved. At present there are treaties
need to support and promote good work in this direction
banning biological and chemical weapons but there is no
by other organisations in various parts of the world,
treaty banning nuclear weapons.
including in Australia, that are making an effort to create
greater cooperation and greater unity around the idea of
While various nuclear arms control treaties between the
a movement to end all war.
US and the former Soviet Union did reduce the insane
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The truth of history is to
Community Radio 3CR at
return to the reality of what
9:15 am) in an interview
War is always a choice and it is always a
any war is: an event that has
conducted by Andrew
bad choice. It is a choice that always leads
a significant negative effect
Irving with Jacob Grech
to more war.
on the physical, mental, social
from the Renegade
and material existence of
Activists Action Force
people, nations and countries.
about the history of
We are also aware of the
Pine Gap and its role in
significant success of the mass
the region in particular,
antiwar movements, created, built and sustained by
expressed the very close link between the states that
coalitions of community activists and organisations that
seek war and the industries that supply the weapons.
had many broad and diverse political and moral agendas
It is particularly evident at Pine Gap where 800 of the
and objectives; those that are willing to work together for
1000 workers are contractors working for some of the
the common cause of building a peaceful future based on
biggest armaments companies. The base’s primary task is
a culture of cooperation to solve international problems,
to monitor all communications in the region and one of
not threat and conflict.
its key tasks is to control and decide who will be killed
by US drones. This task is controlled by the suppliers of
There was much success last year around the many
the weapons.
events held in opposition to the government myth agenda
concerning Gallipoli, ANZAC and World War One.
It falls upon us as peace activists to inspire people
Here I would like to mention some groups that were
around the world – to call for an end to war, to protest
involved directly in organising the antiwar and centenary
drone attacks and nuclear weapons modernisation, to
myth campaign and for ongoing peace and independent
wage campaigns to cut the military, to stand up in our
Australian foreign policy campaigns.
communities to demand a full and focused effort on
diplomacy and redirection of resources to meet human
Last year in the case of WW1, the ANZAC Centenary
needs and protection of the planet.
Peace Coalition was established. This coalition mounted
an effective and thought-provoking challenge to the
The arguments for the right to education, access to health
ANZAC myth through its forums and other activities.
care, jobs and housing cannot be won when the anchor
The coalition presented four very successful ‘peace
of the war industry and foreign policy is presented as
forums’ between October 2014 and October 2015.
the only common political platform for employment and
These presentations were premised on the simple
manufacturing in the future. It’s time for the movement
presentation of the reality of war and ANZAC.
for peace and justice to rise again!
Most importantly, this has led to the continuation of the
coalition, with the support of the CICD and this church
among others, for a new broad network that at this stage
will be called Peace Connections Victoria. A significant
concert on ANZAC eve at Federation Square was
organised by MAPWA that was well attended by many
young people and had some wonderful speakers.
The Australian Society for the Study of Labour History
held their 14th biennial 2015 conference on the theme:
‘Fighting against war: peace activism in the twentieth
century’. The subject theme of papers presented at the
Society’s conference was on the history of the peace
movement in Australia, and the true and social impacts
of war over the last 100 years. Many outstanding papers
were presented which was a wonderful start to the year.
Finally, this year being the 50th anniversary of the signing
of the agreement to establish the US spy base at Pine Gap
near Alice Springs, IPAN (the Independent and Peaceful
Australia Network) has organised a National Peace and
Anti War Gathering at Alice Springs in October and a
rally calling for the removal of this US spy base as part of
a more independent and peaceful Australia.
In the last two of our Alternative News radio programs
(Alternative News is presented every Sunday on
8
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IN CONCLUSION I WOULD LIKE TO SAY:
War is always a choice and it is always a bad choice. It is a
choice that always leads to more war. It is not mandated
in our genes or our human nature. Nonviolent action and
resistance is a better choice because it defuses and helps
resolve conflict. This ideal must be built into education in
the form of knowledge, perceptions, beliefs and values –
in short, a culture of peace. Societies consciously prepare
far in advance for the war response and so perpetuate
insecurity. Some powerful groups benefit from war and
violence. The vast majority of humans, however, will gain
a lot from a world without war.
For peace to prevail, we must prepare equally far in
advance for the better choice. If we want peace, we must
prepare for peace. Forget that this task of planet saving is
not possible in the time required. We should not be put
off by people who think this is not possible. We need to
do what needs to be done to achieve peace.
If you ask me whether peace is possible, I would say:
yes – I believe it is possible, and only when people of the
world recognise their power and unite and demand that
the governments they elected cannot continue to kill and
invade in their names.

BEHIND THE SPIN,
ADANI AND COAL
ARE IN TROUBLE

BY NIKOLA CASULE

OPINION: More government handouts to mining companies will only
delay the inevitable. It’s time to work on a real jobs transition plan before
it’s too late, writes Greenpeace’s Nikola Casule.

Y

ou have to hand it to Adani Australia chief
executive Jeyakumar Janakaraj. Despite yearslong delays on Adani’s Queensland Carmichael
coal mine – a project mired in court challenges
and no realistic prospect of obtaining the financing it needs
to proceed – Mr Janakaraj retains a cheerful disposition.
Last week he said Adani was ‘absolutely committed’
to proceeding with the mine. The show of optimism is
designed to obscure the fact that his company’s coal mine
project looks increasingly likely to fail.

Yet even if all of these obstacles were removed, the
mine’s financials simply don’t stack up. A viable enterprise
when coal prices were at their $140 per tonne 2012
peak, Carmichael’s forecast operating expenses mean
that it cannot turn a profit at the current price, which is
hovering around $50. The environmental and economic
arguments against the mine have led 14 global banks to
rule out involvement in the project, leaving it with no
banks willing to lend Adani the money its $16bn mega
mine needs to proceed.

The Carmichael mine and associated coal port at Abbot
Point have been the target of sustained opposition from a
wide range of community organisations, both in Australia
and overseas, because of the catastrophic impact they
would have on the Great Barrier Reef. UNESCO has kept
the Reef on its world heritage watch list due to the threat
that projects like Adani’s pose to its health. In August 2015
a Federal Court challenge forced Environment Minister
Greg Hunt to overturn the approval for the mine. Two
more legal challenges against the Carmichael project
remain, and the project is yet to obtain mining leases from
the government. The project itself is effectively stalled,
with the Adani contractors who were sent home in 2015
still not back on the job.

So when Indian market analysts Axis Capital reported that
Adani had frozen investment in the project, with ‘further
investments [in Carmichael] dependent on visibility of
revival in global coal prices’, it should have come as little
surprise.
As acknowledged by analysts, including Goldman Sachs
and Citi, the market for thermal coal, used for electricity
generation, is in structural decline and being displaced
by cleaner, more cost-effective renewables like solar
and wind, accelerated by the growing momentum for
action on climate change after last year’s Paris climate
agreement. Even Adani itself is moving into solar power,
with 800 MW of new solar plants in the pipeline for India,
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as well as this week’s announced plans to build a utility
scale solar plant in Queensland.
The project still has its defenders, of course. Queensland
MPs, like Adani spruiker George Christensen, insist
that Carmichael remains viable. Queensland state
Environment Minister Steven Miles recently gave the
mine its environmental approval and the Palaszczuk
government continues to express broad support for coal
mining in Queensland. And, unsurprisingly, Adani insists
the project is going ahead.
These manoeuvres are best understood as part of a
face-saving exercise by the Queensland government and
Adani for the moment when the project is declared dead
and buried. Adani will blame the onerous regulations and
delays supposedly placed on coal mine developments in
Australia. It continues for now to push for the mine’s
final outstanding approvals in the hope that it might be
able to sell the rights to the project and at least salvage
a small portion of the billions of dollars it has already
wasted. Queensland Labor has and will claim that it has
done all it can to assist Adani to get the mine up and
running, thereby avoiding the charge of not supporting
Queensland jobs. It will point to the poor economic
fundamentals of the project as the culprit.
The spin can’t hide the fact that the decline of coal,
exacerbated by a cooling Chinese economy and a
broader global commodities slump, is already being felt in
Australia. According to BIS Shrapnel, the Australian mining

industry has laid off 40,000 workers since 2012/13, with
20,000 more forecast to go in the next year. With the
world’s biggest economies, including the US and China,
announcing moratoriums on coal mine approvals, this
decline will only accelerate in the months and years to
come. Predictably, the Queensland Resources Council has
already called for more taxpayer subsidies for the mining
industry. That’s on top of the $1.8bn in annual production
subsidies already given to the coal mining industry, and
the $5.5bn in direct subsidies or tax breaks given to fossil
fuels.
This sorry state reveals the lack of political vision for the
Australian economy beyond the waning era of fossil fuels.
Instead of continuing to mouth support for coal mining,
it is time our political leaders develop a serious plan for
a fair transition for the hard-working Australians whose
jobs are already being lost, and a coherent energy policy
that sees Australia rapidly transition to renewable energy
and take on the threat of climate change.
In parts of Australia, that future is already here. AGL
recently completed its Broken Hill solar plant – the
largest in the southern hemisphere – and Australia is a
world leader in adoption of rooftop solar. It is indeed an
exciting time to be Australian, as our PM has observed.
That excitement will be sustained in the years to come
not by clinging to obsolete 19th-century technology, but
by seizing a clean energy future.
Source: New Matilda

VALE: BOB ROEST
It is with great sadness that Melbourne Unitarians note the passing of Bob Roest on 24 August 2016. Bob was
a staunch supporter of the Melbourne Unitarian Church over a long period, and he attended regularly despite
failing health. He was a devoted and passionate fighter for world peace, for a fairer society and for the trade
union movement. He will be sadly missed by all of us.
Our deepest sympathy to his family and our thanks to his daughter Jan for providing us with a snapshot of Bob’s life.

Bob Roest 1929–2016
Bob grew up in wartime
Rotterdam. He ran away from
home at age 13 to become a
deckhand on fishing boats, where
he came under the wing of a
ship’s carpenter who taught him a
variety of woodworking skills. He
worked on Dutch ships until he
jumped ship in Australia in 1952.
Bob worked at Bonegilla Migrant
Camp for two years where he
married and then moved to
Melbourne in 1954. Bob was
employed at the Newport power
station as a rigger, then on various
ships going up and down the
coast where he worked his way

up the ranks from able seaman
to bosun, then mate and, finally,
skipper on the Melbourne tugs.
Throughout his career, Bob was
heavily involved with the Maritime
Union.
When he retired, Bob’s love of
art saw him own several galleries
in Kinglake (where he was also
active in the SES) and Seymour.
At 64, Bob embarked on a 20,00
km bike ride around Australia in
an attempt to raise money for the
Alzheimer’s Association.
For the last 20 years of his life, Bob
sang bass with the Victorian Trade

Union choir, and he called them
his family. Bob was also a member
of the Unitarian Church where
he made many lasting friends.
Bob was passionate about social
issues and was always involved in
supporting various causes, such
as justice for pensioners, refugees
and disadvantaged youth.
In his later years, Bob became
increasingly unwell due to
a variety of illnesses. His final
days were spent at the Sunshine
Palliative Care Unit where he
passed away peacefully on 24
August surrounded by his family.

WE ACKNOWLEDGE

Traditional owners of the Kulin Nation, past Warriors, Elders past and present.
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from our readers
Dear Beacon

Dear Editor

Please find enclosed a cheque for $80 for subs, assoc.
membership and donation.

Thank you for once again maintaining delivery of the
Beacon when our subscription was seriously overdue.
Apologies for my tardiness.

I love to read the Beacon and applaud you for your good
work.
Kind regards
H Land, Vic

Dear friends

Enclosed is a cheque for $50 for a two-year subscription
and small donation.
I trust you will be impressed by my risk-taking behaviour
in taking out a two-year sub soon after celebrating my
91st birthday!
Thanks again and best wishes for the future of the Beacon.

Please find enclosed a cheque for $20 to renew my
subscription to the Beacon.
Thank you very much for your work.

M Reid for P Cahir and myself, NSW

The Beacon

Warmest regards
V Venturini, Vic

Dear Beacon
Many thanks for your great work.
J Mundie, NSW

Increase our circulation:

In a recent speech, Pauline Hanson declared Australia to
be a ‘Christian country’. In that divisive declaration, she
is attempting to deny to Jews, Buddhists, Muslims, Sikhs,
Atheists, Quakers and many, many others, the right to
any decision in the nation they love and have pledged
loyalty to. No one wants to give her any more oxygen
but such an outrageous statement must be countered.
She should be made to read history – the many conflicts
based on religion and their terrible consequences: among
them the Crusades; the reigns in England of Mary Tudor
and Charles I; the ongoing centuries of Irish turmoil; the
total horror of Hitler and his Nazis; and as of today, the
barbarity and cruelty of Daesh.
Her form of xenophobia and other phobias and isms are
destructive of our country’s capability to be diverse and
yet unified in acceptance of the worth of many (though
not all) differences.
S Rogers, NSW

Nominate potential subscribers for three
free monthly copies without ongoing
obligation! (Try before you buy.)

PAY BY DIRECT DEPOSIT
If Beacon readers would like to pay their subs via a
bank, details are below (You will need to go to an
ANZ bank if you do not want to incur fees.)
Bank:		
Account Name:
BSB:		
Account No:

ANZ
Melbourne Unitarian Church
013 275
3011 30386

Our church is a public and usable
asset with portable seating and
excellent conference, meeting and
function facilities. We welcome
its use by those who support our
motto ‘Seek the Truth and Serve
Humanity’. Interested individuals or
groups can contact the church office
– we would be delighted to speak to
you. A donation is payable.

You need to add your surname and postcode in the
reference.
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MELBOURNE UNITARIAN PEACE MEMORIAL CHURCH
‘SEEK THE TRUTH AND SERVE HUMANITY’
Tel: 03 9417 4178 (9.30 am – 4.00 pm weekdays) Fax and Answering Machine: 03 9417 4178
110 Grey Street, East Melbourne (opposite the Mercy Hospital)
Services, Sunday 11.00 am
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The death of the nation state
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